To analyze the effects of parametric uncertainty in state space systems, the state covariance is averaged over the statistics of the uncertain parameters. For natural frequency uncertainty, this computation is shown to be related to the Fourier transform of the probability density function of the uncertain parameter. In the case of a single mode oscillator, the average covariance exhibits both equipartition and incoherence phenomena. The analysis is carried out for several probability distributions. It is shown that averaging over a discrete uncertainty model yields the Bourret design equations, while averaging over a Cauchy uncertainty distribution yields the "maximum entropy" covariance equation of Hyland. For arbitrary rational distributions, the average covariance can be evaluated as the solution of a set of coupled Lyapunov equations. In addition, incoherence is demonstrated for the case of multiple modes, and the problem of robust controller synthesis with the maximum entropy design technique is considered.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been significant progress made in analysis and compensator synthesis results for systems with unstructured uncertainty. However, problems with parametric uncertainty are much less well understood; non-conservative techniques for these problems remain elusive. One approach to analyzing parametric uncertainty in systems is to use a stochastic description. Such an approach is used by Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) [I, 21 , which encompasses many techniques for analyzing the statistical properties of the response of uncertain flexible structures. These and other related techniques [3, 4] address the phenomena of incoherence (modal decorrelation) and equipartition (modal energy equilibration) in uncertain structures.
One reason for studying stochastic models rather than worstcase deterministic models, is that worst-case behavior may be so highly unlikely as to lead to undue conservatism in engineering design. For such systems, an average case model may be a more practically useful representation of system behavior. A classical example is the probabilistic phenomenon of thermodynamics in which heat flows with virtual certainty from hot objects to cold objects.
The approach taken in this paper is to average the state covariance with respect to a stochastic parametric uncertainty description. The resulting averaged covariance is then a statistical quantity that is useful in understanding the effects of parametric uncertainty. The idea of covariance averaging for control design has been extensively investigated in [5-71, which have provided strong motivation for the present paper. Hagood demonstrated in [6, 7] that the average cost over a uniform distribution of uncertainty can be approximated by means of Bourret equations [8]. A Monte Carlo simulation technique has also been investigated [9] . In addition to the continuously varying parameter problem, cost averaging over a finite set of models has a considerable literature; see for example (101. Also of interest is the discussion in (11, p. 1141, where averaging an [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] cost over a complex parameter uncertainty is shown to yield the entropy cost of [12] . The 'Ha cost of a known system can be computed from the system covariance; similarly, the expected value of the [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] cost for an uncertain system can be computed from the average covariance.
Section 2 of this paper provides a simple framework for covariance averaging in which real, constant parameters are assumed to possess a given probability distribution. To simplify the analysis, attention is confined to systems with eigenvalue uncertainty only. Problems involving eigenvector perturbations are more complex and thus are deferred to a later treatment. This restriction is less significant than one might think; performance in structural control problems is often limited by uncertainty in the natural frequencies, rather than uncertainty in the residues or zero locations that result from eigenvector perturbations (e.g. [E-151.) The key technical insight is that for modal frequency uncertainty the average covariance is closely related to the Fourier transform of the probability density function of the uncertain parameters.
The covariance averaging techniques of Section 2 are then applied in Section 3 to a single harmonic oscillator example to demonstrate the statistical phenomena of incoherence and equipartition. These phenomena have been shown to occur for time-averaged steady state covariances, or for specific assumptions on the nature of the forcing [3] , while the present paper obtains this state space behavior as a result of averaging over uncertainty for arbitrary forcing. That is, for increasing uncertainty, the average covariance tends to a diagonal form, with equal kinetic and potential energy for each mode. As a result, any ?f2 cost for a highly uncertain system can be written as a sum of independent contributions related to the energy in each mode [2] . This property can then be exploited for control design.
Explicit solutions are obtained in Section 4 for discrete, uniform, and Cauchy probability distributions. It is shown that the discrete distribution, which leads to the Bourret approximation studied in [6,7], does not yield either incoherence or equipartition, whereas both the uniform and Cauchy distributions do lead to incoherence CH3229-2/92/0000-1842$1 .OO 0 1992 IEEE and equipartition.
This paper also provides further justification for, and insight into, the "maximum entropy" robustness technique developed originally by Hyland in [16] and reviewed in [17] . While originally justified by means of a Stratonovich multiplicative white noise model, this approach has proven to be useful in designing robust controllers for flexible structures with parametric uncertainty. To provide a more rigorous foundation for this technique, it is shown that covariance averaging in the presence of a Cauchy distribution yields precisely the maximum entropy model used in [17] . That is, the covariance of the state that satisfies a particular differential equation with multiplicative white noise is the same as the average covariance for a state that satisfies a differential equation where the coefficients are constant, but uncertain with known distribution. The multiplicative white noise problem has an extensive literature; see for example [18] .
To extend the theory to larger classes of problems we also briefly discuss rational distributions (Section 4.4), multiple mode results (Section 5), and more general uncertainty structures (Section 6) with implications for control design. One difficulty with applying many norm-based robust control design approaches to structural control problems is that the phase information in the parametric uncertainty of the structure is extremely important, and cannot be ignored [19] . The open loop system is known to be stable, and to approximately conserve energy, although the imaginary part of its eigenvalues may be highly uncertain. Thus it is also worth noting that because both the Bourret and maximum entropy approaches evaluate the cost as the average covariance over a set of conservative systems, they both incorporate into the design approach the knowledge that the structure is inherently conservative.
A condensed version of this paper can be found in 1201.
Average Covariance
We begin by considering the linear state space system in which the state I E R" evolves according to the differential equation
for some white driving noise w. Our goal is to analyze Equation (1) for the case in which the system matrix A is uncertain. Specifically, we assume that uncertainty in A is represented by where 0, are the uncertain parameters with joint probability density function p ( c l , . . . , mr), and the given matrices A , describe the structure of each uncertain parameter. The effect of uncertainty on the state space trajectories of an undamped single mode oscillator can be visualized by examining Figure 1 . The probability of the state being at a particular location in the phase plane at a given time is plotted, assuming that the initial state is known. As time increases, the location becomes more and more uncertain. Note, however, that while the precise location of the state is highly uncertain, information about the location can still be obtained. Since the system is undamped, the total energy remains constant.
For simplicity, the following development will concentrate on the case of a single uncertain parameter, U = u1. As will be seen, most of the results generalize to the case of multiple uncertain parameters. It will also be required that the uncertainty structure Al commute with the original system matrix A o . If the eigenvalues of either A0 or A1 are all distinct, or if both are diagonalizable, then A1 and A0 commute if and only if both are simultaneously diagonalizable by the same eigenvector matrix [21, pp. 50, 1351 . This implies that for most cases of interest the uncertainty can Figure 1: Uncertain state space trajectories; probability distribution of single mode oscillator states with a Cauchy distribution of uncertain frequency, for increasing time.
change the eigenvalues, but not the eigenvectors (or mode shapes) of the original system. Although this assumption is confining, it encompasses nontrivial problems having practical ramifications.
Further research will address this assumption. Note, however, that for collocated control, the mode shape uncertainty only influences the magnitude of the residues, and not their sign, and hence it is the modal frequency uncertainty that is likely to have the greatest effect on closed-loop performance. More generally, performance in many structural control problems is often limited by uncertainty in the natural frequencies, rather than uncertainty in the residues or zero locations that result from eigenvector perturbations [13-151. Furthermore, the equipartition and incoherence properties that result from the effects of eigenvalue uncertainty are certainly a subset of those properties caused by both eigenvector and eigenvalue uncertainty. A control design approach that takes advantage of these properties is therefore at worst, unnecessarily conservative, as it does not take advantage of all of the properties of the system in question.
( z ( t ) z T ( t ) ) w associated with the system in Equation (1) is given by
The covariance matrix Q ( t ) where the constant matrix V is the intensity of the driving noise w, and ( . ) w denotes expectation over the white noise w . Equation ( The following facts are required to proceed further. Lemma 1
Proof: Results (i) through (iii) follow from the definitions of the Kronecker operators [22] . The final assertion is from [23, p. 1711 .
Then from Lemma 1 the average covariance over the probability distribution of U is given by
This involves an expectation over both the uncertainty and the driving noise. The assumption that A0 and A1 commute is re- Remark 2 For modal frequency uncertainty, the average covariance can be evaluated in terms of the Fourier transform of the probability densitg function.
Note that multiple uncorrelated uncertain parameters can be treated as easily as a single uncertain parameter as long as the uncertainty structure commutes. That is, with reference to Equation (2), every Ai must commute with do, and each A, must commute with A i , for all i and j . Additional uncertain parameters simply result in additional product terms in Equation (6) .
Single Mode Oscillator
Of particular interest for understanding the effect of uncertainty in structures is whether the incoherence and equipartition assumptions of SEA [l] follow from averaging over uncertainty.
Definition 3 Equipartition is said to occur at tine t if the average energy in each state at time t is the same. Incoherence is said to occur if the average cross-correlation between the state coordinates is zero. Steady-state equipartition or incoherence is said to occur if equipartition or incoherence are satisfied in the limit as t + m .
To simplify the analysis, first consider the case of a single mode oscillator. Extensions to the multiple mode case will be examined in Section 5. Define 
The eigenvalues of the uncertain system are at -7 += j ( w + U), whereas the eigenvectors are independent of o. In this state space basis, each element of the state vector corresponds to a normalized energy variable. Thus, if the system represents a mechanical oscillator, f z : ( t ) and i z : ( t ) are the instantaneous kinetic and potential energy; in an electrical network, they would correspond to stored energy in an inductor and capacitor, and so forth. The correspondence is only approximate because Equation (10) above implies equal dissipation rates from both energy storage states. In a spring-mass-damper system, only kinetic energy is dissipated, and a transformation is required from kinetic and potential energy states to the desired form. For the system m x + c x + k x = f The frequency w is the imaginary part of the poles, while the frequency w, is the distance of the pole from the origin. The system matrix A0 in Equation (10) corresponds to the states x = TE where
and a == 7/(wn + U ) . For small damping, the resulting states still approximately correspond to kinetic and potential energy, and hence we will continue to refer to them as such.
With ( Q ( t ) ) , as the average covariance of the system in Equation (lo), equipartition holds if ( Q l l ( t ) ) , = (Q22(t)),, while incoherence holds if (Q12(t)), = 0. For an undamped system with U fixed, the energy continually oscillates between Qll and Q22, and steady-state equipartition does not occur. Similarly, the state coordinates remain correlated, and steady state incoherence does not occur. Physically, equipartition and incoherence occur if the phase of the oscillation is uniformly distributed in the interval [ 0 , 2~] , while the amplitude of the oscillation may be non-zero. Rather than performing the eigen-decomposition indicated by Equation Proof Defining ((1) = aT ( q ( t ) ) < , it follows that the four elements of ( are related to the elements of the average covariance 0 ) .
) (16) and (17), Equation (7) for the average covariance can be written in terms of t, as
Recall that in the state space basis being used, Qll and QZZ are the energies associated with the two state coordinates. Hence, t1
given by Equation (21) is the average total energy of the system. Equation (25) implies that the average total energy decays at the same rate as the energy of the nominal system. If the nominal system is undamped, (7 = 0), then conservation of energy holds for any uncertainty distribution.
From Equation (22), (2 is the asymmetric part of (Q),. Since (Q(O)), is symmetric, (~( 0 ) = 0. Equation (26) implies that 
Both If11 and lfzi are bounded by l / q , and also, VE > 0 3A > 0 such that lfll < c and Ifz/ < E VluI > A . If p ( u ) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4, then p can be parameterized by a scaling on the uncertainty such that Vcz > 0 3k > 0 such that kp(ku) < €2 Viol < A, and hence limt,, (3(t) and limt4,(4(t) can be made arbitrarily small. Hence, for any probability density with a continuous integral, equipartition and incoherence for the forced case will be achieved in the limit as the uncertainty level of the probability density is increased.
Examples
There are a variety of reasonable distributions that may be considered for the uncertainty. In addition to demonstrating equipartition and incoherence for several specific distributions, we wish to investigate whether the average covariance can be computed via a Lyapunov-like matrix equation similar to Equation (3) for the nominal covariance. To facilitate the calculations, note that
It follows that the general solution for ( q ( t ) ) , with non-zero forcing v is given by Equation (7) where, from Equations (6) and (17),
For convenience, we will henceforth denote the average covariance by Qa(t)
= f e ( A o @ A o ) t [ ( I + J @ 4 + ( I -J l 2 J ) f c ( t ) + ( J @ J ) f d ( t ) ] (33) ( Q ( t ) ) c , and qo(t) 4 vec{Q.(t)}.
The following identities will also be useful:
Discrete Uncertainty
First, consider the case involving only two possible values, U = &A, for the uncertain parameter. This is akin to the multiple model description of uncertainty used in [lo] .
Theorem 6 (Discrete Uncertainty) Consider the system in Equation (10). If the probability density function for
U is given b y p ( u ) = f 6 (~ -A) t f6(u + A )(38)
where 6 is the Dirac delta function, then the average covariance Q.(t) is the solution to
with initial conditions Qa(0) = QO and Qb(0) = 0 .
Proof: For this distribution,
The average covariance is given by Equation (7) with
To characterize q,,(t) in terms of Lyapunov-like matrix equations, define the auxiliary variable qb(t) = vec {Qb(t)} by 
Uniform Distribution
Perhaps the most common uncertainty assumption is that the parameter lies within some bounded interval, with uniform probability density within that interval. If the nominal plant is taken as the midpoint of this interval, then
Note that since limt+, fc(t) = 0, both equipartition and incoherence will be achieved in the steady state, unforced case for this distribution. The average covariance is given by Equation (7) with
Cauchy Distribution
Now consider the case where the uncertain parameter has a Cauchy probability density function. Although this distribution has neither compact support nor finite variance, it has the advantage of ease of computation. The conclusion in this case is particularly important due to its relationship to the maximum entropy design technique of Hyland [16] .
T h e o r e m 8 (Cauchy Distribution) Consider the system in Equation (10) . Zf the probability density function for (T is given b y Differentiating Equation (7) and using Equations (36) and (37)
yields that the average covariance satisfies The covariance of the state which satisfies Equations (1) and (10) where U has a Cauchy distribution given by Equation (49), is precisely'the same as the covariance of the state that satisfies a differential equation of the same form, but where U is replaced by a white noise process of intensity a. This is a powerful result, as it relates two apparently different approaches, and demonstrates that the maximum entropy approach [16] can be interpreted as a cost averaging approach.
The behavior of the two average energy variables with the various probability distributions discussed so far is shown in Figure 2 , starting from an initial condition where all the energy is in the first state. Equipartition occurs for the uniform and Cauchy distribution, but not for the discrete uncertainty distribution. The parameter A of the discrete and uniform distributions are chosen to have the same variance. The cross-correlation between the two state variables is shown for the same distributions in Figure 3 , starting from an initial condition where the two states have unit cross-correlation. Again, incoherence occurs for the uniform and Cauchy distributions, but not for the discrete distribution.
Rational Distributions
In Section 4.3 it was shown that the average covariance for a Cauchy distribution can be computed by solving a single Lyapunov equation. More generally, we now show that it is possible to compute the average covariance for any rational and proper distribution from a set of coupled Lyapunov equations. For p ( u ) to be a probability density function, fc(0) = J_", p(u)du = 1, and hence the condition cb = 1 is required.
For t 2 0, the average covariance is given by Equation (7) The equations that describe the average covariance for a rational distribution can be written in a more compact form using Kronecker algebra. Define 
If the probability density describing U is a rational function of order 212, then the solution is described by n coupled Lyapunov equations.
Multiple Mode Results
Now consider the case in which the plant has multiple modes. The primary question of interest is whether incoherence and equipartition among different modes arises from averaging over uncertainty.
Recall that the assumption that the uncertainty structure commutes with the nominal system implies that only modal frequency uncertainty can be considered, and not uncertainty in the mode shapes. Hyland [16] concluded that incoherence between modes results from uncertain frequencies, while equipartition between modes occurs only if the mode shapes themselves are uncertain. To examine the interaction among different modes, consider a two mode system, with a single uncertain parameter that affects both modal frequencies. (Multiple uncorrelated uncertain parameters can be treated using the results of Section 3.) The nominal system is then of the form with uncertainty structure Theorem 12 The average covariance of the system x = (A0 + uA1)x described by Equations (65) and (66) satisfies steady state incoherence between modes, provided dp = p(u) du is absolutely continuous and IA11 # 1x21.
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4. From Equations (7) and (6) to be robust to the specified parametric uncertainty on the basis of the equations derived herein for the average covariance. In particular, this argument provides some justification for the maximum entropy approach of [16,17], which designs controllers to minimize a cost based on the covariance matrix that satisfies Equation (50).
As an example, maximum entropy dynamic controllers were designed for a single mode system with an uncertain frequency. The nominal frequency was w = 1, the nominal damping was ( = 0.01, and the uncertainty level (with reference to Equation (49)) was A = 0.1. The cost C(u) combined penalties on both states, and the control variable. Control authority was changed by varying the quadratic penalty on control. For higher levels of closed loop
damping of the nominal system, the system was not stable for all values of the uncertain parameter. The exact average closedloop covariance for these cases is therefore infinite, and cannot be compared meaningfully with the maximum entropy cost, Equation (50). The maximum entropy cost predicts the average cost for a Cauchy uncertainty distribution exactly if the system matrix commutes with the uncertainty. In the closed loop case where commutativity does not hold, this cost still retains some of the behavior of the average cost. The error incurred by assuming commutativity, for varying levels of control authority, can be examined by considering the function where p ( n ) is the probability density function for a Cauchy distribution, from Equation (49). This function is plotted in Figure 4 for both a low level of control authority (1% closed loop nominal damping), and a case with a higher control authority (5% closed loop nominal damping). The functions are normalized by dividing by the maximum entropy cost from Equation (50), and are plotted, for comparison, with the similarly normalized open loop case, where commutativity holds. In the low authority case, the maximum entropy cost is a reasonably accurate approxima-.. another when averaged over uncertainty. Conclusions in the forced case are similar to the conclusions for the single mode forced case. tion to the average cost (liq,,, J ( a ) ) , which is only 3% higher.
The assumption of commutativity does not introduce significant error into the calculation of the average costs. In the second case, the assumption of commutativity appears to be reasonable for parameter values less than a = 0.95, beyond which the closed loop system is unstable.
Ramifications for Control
The previous sections examined the effect of uncertainty on the open loop covariance. Now we wish to investigate whether similar for systems with parametric uncertainty. As motivation for such an approach, consider that if the average covariance is finite, then the covariance must be finite at almost every value of the uncertain parameter, and hence the system must be stable almost analysis can be used to design robustly stabilizing compensators
Conclusions
The effect of parametric uncertainty on state space systems has been investigated by averaging the state covariance over the probability distribution of the uncertain parameters. The key observa- I%) , and at bottom, for higher control authority (( = 5%).
tion of this paper is that under certain assumptions on the nature of the uncertain system matrix, the average covariance can be computed in terms of the Fourier transform of the probability density function of the uncertain parameter. This allows one t o reach several conclusions. First, that the average covariance for a single mode oscillator exhibits both equipartition and incoherence phenomena for a large class of uncertainty distributions, and that incoherence between modes occurs for the multiple mode case as well. Second, the Bourret approximation of [6, 7] with a single uncertain parameter is the average covariance for a discrete (or multiple model) uncertainty distribution, while the maximum entropy cost evaluation in [16, 17] is precisely the average covariance for a Cauchy probability distribution. The interpretation of these robust control design techniques in terms of covariance averaging over uncertainty gives them added justification. Finally, the average covariance for an arbitrary rational probability density function can be evaluated from the solution of a set of coupled Lyapunov equations.
